Are you looking to dig into some reading (apart from your required texts)? If so, take a break and consider the list of titles generated by campus librarians during their annual book discussion. Most of these titles can be found in campus library collections. Search the catalog (http://search.library.wisc.edu/) or speak with your librarians to find available copies.

**Fiction**


Bradley Alan. *Flavia de Luce* (series), 2009-

Childress, Alice. *Like One of the Family: Conversations from a Domestic’s Life*, 1956; 1986.

Diaz, Junot. *This is How You Lose Her*, 2012.
Doerr, Anthony. *All the Light We Cannot See*, 2014.


Of related interest:


Mandel, Emily St. John, *Station Eleven*, 2014.


**Graphic Novels:**


Non-Fiction


